ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES:

DEVELOPING JOB-READY
GRADUATES
The Issue: With the widespread disruption caused by COVID-19, Ontario’s workers and
employers are looking for ways to best protect against future economic shocks and job
displacement. As the labour market continues to change and evolve at a rapid pace, one thing is
certain: to emerge successfully from the current crisis, Ontario’s workforce needs to be equipped
with adaptable skills to succeed in the jobs of today and tomorrow and weather future economic
downturns.

Overview
Background
Employers are in search of candidates who are
future-proofed with adaptable, strong soft skills, such as
communication, complex problem-solving, critical
thinking, leadership and the ability to work well in teams.
The impact of COVID-19 has brought a greater emphasis
on these types of transferrable and cross-disciplinary skills
that include a mix of a digital, non-digital human and
interpersonal skillset.
In fact, recent economic recessions have highlighted that
jobs that require a university education appear to be more
adaptable and resilient to job market shifts.
In order to have the opportunities that will prepare them for
the changing workforce, as well as the resilient jobs that
will weather job market shifts, Ontarians need access to a
high-quality, sustainable university education that equips
students with life-long skills.
Further supporting access for all Ontarians who want to
pursue a university education will help strengthen their
ability to support their local communities, reduce
short-term unemployment rates and increase long-term
participation in the workforce.

7.2%

Average percentage of Canadians with a
Bachelor’s degree or higher who experienced
job loss during the onset of the pandemic,
compared to 15.1% for those whose educational
attainment was below a Bachelor’s degree.

“Universities are critical to the provision of talent
that we look to hire….We continue to successively
challenge [graduates] and to move up the ladder and
become more and more senior managers as they go.
So we are looking deep into our future. Every time we
have an intake from universities, we’re looking at our
future leadership.”
– David Hudock, PCL Construction (BHER, Nov.
2021)

95.6%

Of university graduates are employed two years
post-graduation, with 89.6% of
graduates employed full-time considering their
work is either closely or somewhat related to the
skills they developed at university, according to
the Ministry of Colleges and Universities’
Ontario’s Universities Graduate Survey.

Overview
How Universities Are Supporting Ontario
With a high demand for transferrable skills from employers and
industry, coupled with a commitment to help students
develop resiliency in a changing world, Ontario’s universities
are working to ensure every student graduates job-ready with
the adaptable skills that will help them become
recession-proof.
Universities are providing traditional and non-traditional
learners with the foundation, as well as the reskilling and
upskilling opportunities, they need to transition into new
roles and adapt as the nature of work continues to change.
With a commitment to ensuring all those who are willing
and qualified can access a university education and the
learning and economic opportunities that come with it,
universities are also providing more than $1.1 billion each
year in scholarships and bursaries to those most in need.
In addition, to help address the systemic and
structural challenges many students from marginalized
groups face accessing postsecondary education,
universities are engaging with campus and local
communities and have developed action plans aimed at
redressing existing inequities and ensuring meaningful
action towards building fully inclusive communities.

Expected job openings have an increasing
employer need for critical thinking,
co-ordination, social perceptiveness, active
2.4 million listening and complex problem-solving skills,
according to a 2018 RBC assessment of skills.

Overview
Partnering to Rebuild Ontario
Vibrant universities will continue to develop adaptable talent,
help rebuild our health-care system, as well as drive innovation
and regional economic development.
It is why in order to fully unleash this potential,
Ontario’s universities are asking that the government
– through increases to university revenue sources,
such as expanding spaces in high-demand programs
to ensure Ontario has a highly skilled workforce
— make critical investments in the sector today to
rebuild a better Ontario for tomorrow.
By working together, we can navigate through this pandemic,
safeguard Ontario’s health and economy and build a brighter
future – not just for the students we teach and the communities
we serve, but for Ontario’s future and all who live here.

PARTNERING TO BUILD A
RESILIENT WORKFORCE
As the labour market continues to change and evolve at a rapid pace, Ontario’s workforce needs
to be equipped with transferrable skills to succeed in the jobs of today, as well as an adaptability
that will prepare workers for the future of work.
Through community partnerships, work-integrated learning and entrepreneurship programs,
Ontario’s universities are providing traditional and non-traditional learners with the hard and soft
skills for jobs across high-demand fields, such as health care, engineering, computer science,
data analytics and cybersecurity.
Below are just some of the ways universities are ensuring students graduate job-ready and can
support an evolving economy.

Preparing students for jobs
in high-demand fields
As cyberattacks become more and
more sophisticated, Ontario will need a
highly skilled cybersecurity workforce
to manage these threats. The
University of Ottawa, in partnership
with IBM Canada, created Cyber Range
– a cybersecurity and safety hub – to
train students in data analytics, deep
learning, ethics and law to help fight
cyberattacks affecting both corporate
and home networks.
COVID-19 has demonstrated the
importance of digital health data in
decision-making at all levels of health
care. In response to this fast-growing
field, Queen’s University has received
funding to implement an experiential
graduate training and research
program in medical informatics,
providing students the research and
industry skills they need to analyze
critical data, helping drive informed
decision-making in current and future
public health responses.
To help learners and workers from
diverse backgrounds and skillsets
retrain and transition into highdemand careers in cybersecurity,
Ryerson University launched the
Accelerated Cybersecurity Training
Program. Through the program,
students gain foundational skills in
cybersecurity and incident response
methods, helping them enter the
sector job-ready and prepared to fill
in-demand positions.

To drastically lower the energy
cost of capturing atmospheric carbon
dioxide and help advance clean
technology, engineering students at
the University of Toronto developed
an innovative electrochemical
process that captures and stores CO2
directly from the atmosphere. This
means the technology can be
powered entirely by renewable
energy sources and operates at lower
temperatures and pressures than
existing methods.
As data collection becomes
increasingly integrated in our society,
more skilled professionals will be
needed across industries to turn data
into business insights. Through an
undergraduate data science program,
Western University is equipping
students across disciplines with the
skills and knowledge they need to
help meet the demand for data
scientists in Ontario.
As more vehicles leverage digital
technology for enhanced safety
features and connectivity, they
become increasingly vulnerable to
cyberattacks. Through Canada’s first
centre for automotive security, the
University of Windsor is training
engineering and computer science
students in automobility
cybersecurity to help protect
personal information and vehicle
safety.

Supporting the regional
workforce
To help fill high-demand jobs in
the community and address regional
workforce development challenges,
Brock University and the Niagara
Workforce Planning Board (NWPB)
are connecting students to
placements across the Niagara region
through work-integrated learning
opportunities, such as co-ops,
practicums and internships.
Through community-based
programming and engagement, the
Centre for Community Engagement
(CCE) at Carleton University is
connecting students with internships
and co-ops in high-demand fields in
the local community to help retain indemand talent.
Attracting and retaining talent in
rural and northern communities is
critical to fueling a region’s workforce,
particularly in life sciences and agrifood. To ensure an ongoing supply of
veterinary talent across the province,
the University of Guelph is
supporting access to vital veterinary
services in Ontario through the
Veterinary Capacity Program.
As migration rates increase across
northwestern Ontario, a community
legal clinic run by Lakehead University
and the Thunder Bay Multicultural
Association is working to train
northwestern Ontario’s future lawyers
in immigration and refugee law by
providing services to eligible residents
across the region.
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Supporting student
entrepreneurship and innovation
To help students and recent
alumni turn their ideas into
successful businesses, OCAD
University has created the Seed
Fund for Creative Entrepreneurs. The
fund provides more than $10,000 to
help winning applicants start their
business and gain experience in
entrepreneurship. It also connects
applicants with mentors who help
guide them through the submission
process.
Access to affordable
transportation can be challenging for
residents living in northern Ontario
communities. An Ontario Tech
University student developed
software that will make it easier and
more affordable for residents in
Thunder Bay to travel within the city.
To help bring the idea to market, the
university is providing the student
and his team with workspace in its
Brilliant Catalyst program, which
specializes in supporting business
solutions that address rural
challenges.
Optical fibre cables are critical to
global communication, but can
deteriorate over time. It’s why a
student at York University
developed a photon detector system
– a device that can extend the
lifespan of optical fibre cables. The
innovation has been recognized on
both the national and international
stage and is listed as one of the
world’s top new devices.
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To help small businesses reach a
wider audience during the pandemic,
a student at Wilfrid Laurier
University developed OptLocal – an
e-commerce marketplace. The
platform helps residents find goods
locally and drives traffic to brick and
mortar stores. As part of Laurier’s
StartUp Lab, the company has plans
for expansion to support small
businesses province-wide.

Creating job-ready graduates
through work-integrated learning
More and more of Ontario’s
employers are looking for graduates
with soft skills, such as leadership,
communication and critical thinking.
Students in Algoma University’s
Global Learning Leadership Skills
Development Program will have the
opportunity to gain these critical skills
through work and study abroad
experiences. They will also receive cocurricular credit and a transcript
notation on their e-portfolio to help
make a clear connection between their
skills and the needs of an employer.
Occupational health and safety
(OHS) processes and procedures can
help businesses operate more
efficiently. Through a paid health and
safety internship program, Laurentian
University is connecting students with
local workplaces to help support
businesses and provide students with
hands-on experience. Throughout the
internship, students help identify and
solve OHS challenges – from
developing health promotion
strategies to analyzing safety data.
Throughout their degree program,
arts and humanities graduates develop
in-demand skills, such as critical
thinking, creativity, communication,
research and writing. To help support
the needs of local employers and put
their critical soft skills to work, the
Humanities Career Apprenticeship
Program at McMaster University is
connecting recent arts and humanities
graduates with full-time, paid
employment opportunities in the local
community.

To help support the evolving
needs of the local community,
Nipissing University is partnering to
help train Ontario’s future police
workforce through the OPP Auxiliary
Training Program. Through work
placements, community engagement
and supporting officers in everyday
duties, the program helps prepare
students for a career in law
enforcement.
Creating opportunities for
agricultural students to gain practical
experience in the field can help learn
more about industry challenges,
such as sustainability and food
security. In response to this need,
Trent University is partnering with
ClearWater Farm to provide students
with opportunities that will trian them
in environmental sciences,
greentech, small-scale sustainable
agriculture and Indigenous
knowledge and practices, such as
co-ops, internships and research
projects.

Existing flame retardants can be
hazardous. Through work-integrated
learning at the University of
Waterloo, engineering students had
the opportunity to help solve this
sustainability challenge and apply
skills developed in class to a realworld situation. The team developed
an innovative biologically based nontoxic flame retardant that received
international attention with the
students now working towards
commercializing their Ontario-made
solution.

